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PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS
TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL,
FINANCIAL, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

Worthpad does not provide any opinion or any advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise
transact with $WORTH tokens and this white paper shall not form the basis of, or be
relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. The contents of
this document are not a financial promotion. Therefore, none of the contents of this
document serve as an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort of investment
activity in any jurisdiction. $WORTH tokens shall not constitute securities in any
jurisdiction. This document is not intended to be a prospectus, solicitation,
inducement or offering for investment or the sale or issuance of securities or any
interests or assets in any jurisdiction. 

We do not guarantee the accuracy of or the conclusions reached in this white paper,
and this white paper is provided “as is”. The information in this document is given in
good faith, but no warranties, guarantees or representations are made by Worthpad
with regard to the accuracy, completeness or suitability of the information
presented. Worthpad expressly disclaims any and all responsibility, and Recipients
expressly waive any claim, for any direct or consequential loss or damages of any
kind whatsoever (whether foreseeable or not) arising directly or indirectly from: (i)
reliance on any information contained in this document or any information which is
made available in connection with any further inquiries, (ii) any error, omission, or
inaccuracy in any such information, (iii) any action resulting therefrom or (iv) usage or
acquisition of products. This disclaimer applies notwithstanding any negligence,
default or lack of care.

Worthpad may update, modify or correct this document in its sole discretion, without
notice or incurring any obligation or liability to any recipient hereof. This document is
strictly confidential and intended to be viewed exclusively by those recipients
specifically authorised by Worthpad. This document shall not bind, convey any rights,
obligations, terms, performance, covenants, representations or warranties on behalf
of Worthpad to the Recipients, or create any relationship between Worthpad and any
Recipient or any other party.
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Disclaimer

This white paper contains "forward-looking statements". All statements contained
herein that are not clearly historical in nature may constitute forward-looking
statements. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by words or
phrases such as "may", "will", "expect", "likely", "should", "would", "plan", "anticipate",
"intend", "potential", "proposed", "estimate", "believe" or the negative of these terms,
or other similar words, expressions and grammatical variations thereof, or
statements that certain events or conditions "may" or "will" happen, or by
discussions of strategy. Readers are cautioned to consider these and other factors,
uncertainties. and potential events carefully and not to put undue reliance on
forward-looking statements. Such statements may prove to be incorrect and actual
results may differ materially from those anticipated.

Forward-looking statements contained in this white paper are expressly qualified by
this cautionary statement and reflect the Worthpad platform's expectations as of the
date hereof and are subject to change thereafter. Worthpad undertakes no
obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of
new information, estimates or opinions, future events or results or otherwise or to
explain any material difference between subsequent actual events and such forward-
looking information.
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Abstract



Decentralized finance (DeFi) is an open and global financial system built for the
internet age. DeFi is a collective term for financial products and services that are
accessible to anyone with an internet connection. It is an alternative to a system that
is opaque, tightly controlled, and held together by decades-old infrastructure and
processes. It gives you control and visibility over your money. It gives you exposure
to global markets and alternatives to your local currency or banking options. 

DeFi products open up financial services to anyone with an internet connection and
they're largely owned and maintained by their users. With DeFi, the markets are
always open and there are no centralized authorities who can block payments or
deny you access to anything. Services that were previously slow and at risk of human
error are automatic and safer now that they are handled by code that anyone can
inspect and scrutinize. So far tens of billions of dollars worth of crypto has flowed
through DeFi applications and it's growing every day.

An initial DEX offering, or IDO, is a new and exciting type of decentralized and
permissionless crowdfunding platform, which is opening up a new way of fundraising
in the crypto space. An IDO refers to a project launching a coin or token via a
decentralized liquidity exchange. This is a type of crypto asset exchange that
depends on liquidity pools where traders can swap tokens, including crypto coins
and stablecoins.

IDOs are generally considered a fair way to launch a new cryptocurrency project by
avoiding pre-mines, which is an issuance system that favors project founders over
community members. Offering better and immediate liquidity at every price level
due to its mechanics, IDOs are an excellent choice for new projects and startups
keen to launch a token and access immediate funds.

Worthpad is a decentralized, muti-chain IDO platform that will generate
unlimited wealth for $WORTH holders. $WORTH is a reflection utility token that
will act as the fuel for powering all the transactions in the Worthpad
ecosystem. 

Abstract



Overview



Decentralized finance, or DeFi for short, is a blanket term for a whole array of new
technologies and products that look to offer innovative ways for people to manage
their finances autonomously — without the control of a central bank or a centralized
institution. It essentially involves a brand-new monetary system being built on public
blockchains. 

The motivation behind DeFi is simple: There are an estimated 1.7 billion people who
currently lack access to financial services. That means that one in every five people
on Earth do not have access to traditional financial services. Although existing
infrastructure has been instrumental in generating wealth, very little has ended up
going to this excluded population.

Generally speaking, decentralized applications, often called DApps, are built on top of
existing blockchains, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Polkdot, or Binance Smart Chain.
You may know Ethereum and Polkadot as cryptocurrencies, but in fact they are vast,
open-source networks that allow anyone to create applications that enable financial
activity to take place without the involvement of centralized institutions. These plug-
and-play tools make it easy for anyone with a smartphone to access financial services
at very low costs. They typically leverage smart contract technology that allows users
to have complete control over their own finances. This applies to not only an
individual’s savings, investments and payments, but can extend into use cases such
as lending, insurance, margin trading, predictions markets and virtually anything the
legacy financial system has to offer — and more. DeFi tools connect users with
services that don’t involve any centralized point of authority. This system is designed
to make the entire process more efficient, safer and completely transparent —
qualities that traditional fintech solutions still struggle to implement. 

One of the most popular use cases in DeFi today is lending and borrowing. Lenders
are generally players who hold a significant amount of assets and are looking for
ways to earn interest on their holdings that transcend normal market appreciation.
By providing liquidity for an asset, long-term lenders are often rewarded when they
use a specific lending platform. This comes as a win-win by adding liquidity to an
asset’s market while giving passive income to those providing it.

Overview



Borrowers are seeking benefits that come with temporarily taking control of lenders’
resources, even if for a price. For one, by borrowing an asset, users can potentially
short that commodity for profit on exchanges that do not support margin trading.
Furthermore, these platforms can offer quick access to utility tokens that the
borrower may not wish to hold, but simply wants to use for one specific task, such as
participation in voting on a network. There are even “flash loans” available — a
financial tool that enables users to request a loan, use the money borrowed and
reimburse the loan atomically in a single transaction. 

Decentralized exchanges have also gained popularity for their automated swap
capabilities. The only “middleman” is a smart contract, which does not take a cut or
slow down the exchange process. Funds remain in a user’s full custody, minimizing
the security issues that have caused centralized exchanges to lose hundreds of
millions of dollars in cryptocurrency due to hacks or mismanagement. 

Liquidity pools are another emerging avenue of DeFi, and are often tied to
decentralized exchanges. Some decentralized exchange, or DEX, platforms like
Bancor Network and Uniswap encourage users to create and fund the liquidity pools
needed to facilitate different exchange pairs. If you have a token and would like to
exchange it with another, you can add liquidity for that token so others can swap and
trade for it. This open process undermines the concept and process of getting listed
on the traditional stock exchange.

Both DEXs and liquidity pools have experienced a large growth since 2018. As of
January 2021, in 2 years DeFi projects “locked” $18B in value. DeFi giants such as
Compound and Uniswap have unlocked a new dimension of financial features in a
trustless, open, and transparent manner.

Overview



Background



Most retail investors cannot afford to risk investing large portions of their savings in
high risk, high growth potential startups. Low-risk participation frameworks are
necessary to enable global retail investors to participate in venture capital funding of
high risk startups. By providing an opportunity to people from all walks of life to
safely grow their own capital, we aim to improve the quality of millions of lives while
simultaneously enabling a new funding source to innovation worldwide. It is
essential to build a suite of services to attract high-quality startups to join the
ecosystem and be incubated and accelerated in a decentralized, safe, and
autonomous environment. 

Worthpad is creating an incubation and acceleration platform that provides solutions
to the problems early-stage ventures face including fundraising. We are creating
investment structures that make participation safe for retail investors. Our intent is
to create a single platform that offers retail investors an early stage exposure to
crypto startups that are working on the future of everything from finance and
insurance to healthcare and transportation. Though early stage ventures will always
carry high risk, the framework with which the platform will conduct the fundraise will
enable varying levels of downside protection to retail investors.

Worthpad has been designed with an automated liquidity generation smart contract
that will give $WORTH holders an opportunity to earn tokens of IDOs being launched
on the Worthpad platform by staking $WORTH. This minimises the risk of the retail
investors and gives them a huge upside potential. They earn these new tokens
passively without risking their capital. All the heavy lifting is done by the Worthpad
ecosystem. 

We are also building a lot of innovative features in the Worthpad platform to prevent
investors from losing their capital. The platform will have risk management features
such as an insurance fund and staggered release of raised capital to projects when
they meet defined milestones. This will ensure that the project owners do not
overspend the capital raised or abandon their projects mid-way.

Background



Our Vision



Worthpad is a decentralized accelerator and incubation platform, connecting early
stage innovators and projects with our community of investors. We will provide
$WORTH holders early access and guaranteed allocation to seed rounds, presales
and private sales of projects incubated and accelerated on the Worthpad platform. 

Our primary goal is to make investing in DeFi and crypto projects easy and accessible
to the masses. Worthpad empowers high growth potential crypto projects with the
ability to raise liquidity in a fair manner while also developing dedicated communities
behind them. Worthpad brings the capabilities of traditional venture capital to
$WORTH holders through its innovative use of the best technologies available in the
DeFi space. Worthpad offers a professional and hassle-free fundraising environment
to innovative projects and a safe investment ecosystem with unlimited earning
potential to $WORTH holders. 

$WORTH is a reflection utility token that will act as the fuel for powering all the
transactions in the Worthpad ecosystem. We envision to build a decentralized and
democratic venture capital fund, Worth DVC Fund, for the $WORTH holders from the
reflection fee collected in the smart contract. Worth DVC Fund will invest in the IDOs
approved to be incubated by the Worthpad community on the Worthpad platform.
Worthpad platform will get the best deals from the best projects for $WORTH
holders and launch these high growth potential projects, empowering them with all
the resources required for unprecedented growth.

Investors who stake $WORTH on the Worthpad platform will earn tokens from IDOs
being incubated on the Worthpad platform. Rewards will be distributed in the
proportion of $WORTH staked in the staking smart contract by an investor. In short,
investors who stake $WORTH will get tokens of IDOs incubated on Worthpad without
investing a single penny more. This is a revolutionary idea that will generate
unlimited wealth for WORTH token holders. 

The team envisions handing over all the decision making over to the community in
two years. 

Our Vision



Problem
Statement



 Limited knowledge about technology and investment risk management
 Participation in individual IDOs is a high risk endeavour
 No framework to hold project owners accountable for rug-pulls, scams or
negligence after fund raise

 Limited access to investment capital
 Limited knowledge about marketing 
 Limited knowledge about community building 

 Lack of Interoperability
 Vulnerability of Smart Contracts
 Liquidity Drain

Retail investors face multiple problems while investing in high crypto risk startups
with exceptional growth potential. Similarly, these startups also have unique
challenges to achieve high growth and deliver on their vision. 

Major problems faced by retail investors:

1.
2.
3.

Major problems faced by entrepreneurs:

1.
2.
3.

Major problems faced by all the participants in the ecosystem:

1.
2.
3.

Problem Statement



Solution



Influencers, venture capitalists, and well-connected people receive allocations for
private/presales of brilliant projects. This often makes normal users miss out on early
investments in high growth potential projects. Worthpad provides transparent and
fair opportunities to $WORTH holders. Worthpad will do all the heavy lifting for its
investors. Investors will enjoy the benefits of a professionally run VC fund by
passively investing in $WORTH and get an opportunity to earn unlimited rewards till
they continue to stake $WORTH. They can also assume an active role in purchasing
IDO tokens. Every investor (big or small) will get an equal opportunity to invest in
crypto startups with very high growth potential. 

Funds raised by projects by IDOs incubated and accelerated on the Worthpad
platform will be released to the project teams on completion of milestones. This will
ensure that funds are not misused and project teams complete the projects.

Each project that launches through our platform will contribute to Worth Insurance
Treasury, providing investors in our community a sense of financial protection
against potential project failure. Our Insurance treasury is established to protect
investors of projects that fail as a result of team negligence. Market influence and
other extraneous forces are not subject to insurance protection.

Worthpad is an inexpensive way for crypto startups and projects to reach investors
for raising funds. As part of our incubation program, successful applicants will
acquire access to the following services:
- Token Engineering
- Security Audits
- UX, UI and Web3
- Social Media, Marketing, and Branding support
- Community Building and Support

Worthpad will have a multi-chain IDO platform called Worth IDO Launchpad.
Worthpad platform will build smart contract foundries for Binance Smart Chain,
Ethereum, Polkdot and Tron to launch secure IDOs. We will also enable cross-chain
swaps through bridges.

Solution



Worth Smart Contract Foundry (Worth SCF) will comprise of a collection of open-
source smart contracts to ease the process of launching a new project on the Worth
DEX. Worth Smart Contract Foundry will be a place for token creators and
communities to launch new project tokens. Worth IDO launchpad will be for both
technical and non-technical project founders. It will allow communities and projects
access to all the options they need for a secure and successful deployment to the
Worth DEX. Worth Smart Contract Foundry will have a drag and drop interface that
will allow anyone to launch an idea and build a community around the project
without worrying about the technical aspects of the smart contract configuration. 

The code used for developing foundry smart contracts will be open source, battle
tested and audited to ensure no exploits can be used by malicious actors to steal the
investor funds. The projects created on Worthpad platform will be safe from rug
pulls and scams. Funds raised by IDOs will be locked in liquidity pools through smart
contracts and project teams will not be able to drain liquidity from the liquidity pools. 

Worth SCF smart contracts will be designed to safeguard LPs from popular exploits
such as flash loan attacks and oracle price manipulation attacks. We are also building
a fool proof method to protect investor funds from being sent to incorrect addresses
and other common mistakes committed by novice crypto investors.

Solution



Worthpad
Ecosystem



Worthpad Ecosystem

 $WORTH Token 
 Worth DVC Fund
 Worth IDO Launchpad
 Worth Smart Contract Foundry
 Worth DEX
 Worth Insurance Treasury 

Worthpad platform will comprise of the following
building blocks:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



$WORTH
Token



Taxation will act as a deterrent against large scale pump and dump schemes
targeting $WORTH.
Constantly increasing LP will help alleviate the problem of too much volatility of
$WORTH price to a large extent. 
Investors who stake $WORTH tokens will keep getting automatic rewards in form
of tokens from IDO projects incubated on the Worthpad platform. 

$WORTH is a reflection utility token that will act as the fuel for powering all the
transactions in the Worthpad ecosystem. $WORTH will act as an infinite wealth
generation machine for $WORTH holders. 

$WORTH automates liquidity acquisition for the Liquidity Pool and the Worth DVC
Fund. This is funded by a 10% tax taken on each and every transaction.
Consequently, $WORTH has a permanently increasing price floor. 50% of the tax
goes to the Liquidity Pool and 50% goes to Worth DVC Fund. Every transaction makes
$WORTH more valuable. 

Each transaction adds the tax to the liquidity pool of the token, thus increasing the
overall liquidity. As $WORTH LP increases, the price stability mirrors this function
with the benefit of a solid price floor and cushion for holders. This is different from
the burn function of other reflection tokens which is only beneficial in the short term
due to reduction of the total token supply.

Worth DVC Fund will use the pooled fee amount to invest in IDO projects selected for
incubation and acceleration on the Worthpad platform. The tokens received from the
IDO projects, in lieu of investment, will be distributed among the investors staking
$WORTH after deducting the platform fee.  

If there are no projects to be funded in a month, the money in Worth DVC Fund will
be distributed among investors staking $WORTH. This is a calibrated mechanism to
reward investors who stake $WORTH and make $WORTH more valuable in the long
term.

This strategy has been designed keeping best interests of $WORTH holders in mind. 

$WORTH Token



Worth DVC
Fund



Worth DVC Fund is the unlimited wealth generation machine for investors who stake
$WORTH on the Worthpad platform. Our main goal is to improve the quality of
millions of lives while simultaneously enabling a new funding source to innovation
worldwide. Worth DVC Fund provides an opportunity to people from all walks of life
to safely grow their own capital. It brings the capabilities of traditional venture capital
to $WORTH holders.

Worth DVC Fund will only invest in projects that offer significant growth potential and
the ability to generate high ROI in the long run. As investments are made in new
ventures, the risk associated is also comparatively high. All investments will be made
exclusively through Worth IDO Launchpad.

A 10% transaction tax fee is charged on each and every transaction of $WORTH. This
mechanism provides automatic accrual of funds in the Worth DVC Fund smart
contract. The money pooled in this fund will be used to incubate and accelerate
innovative and disruptive projects on the Worth IDO Launchpad. 

Worth IDO Launchpad will also use the funds from Worth DVC Fund to invest in
projects of other launchpad platforms that collaborate with it.

If Worth IDO Launchpad is not able to utilise the accrued funds in a month, they will
be distributed to investors staking $WORTH in proportion of their stakes.

We will also have community based voting for extraordinary projects that the
community identifies. These projects will also receive funding from Worth DVC Fund
through the Worth IDO Launchpad.

Worth DVC Fund



Worth IDO
Launchpad



 Worth Incubator - Worth Incubator is for disruptive project ideas that are at
conceptual stage. Our team will help the project founders with services such as
advisory, marketing/PR, Tokenomics, Audits etc. and investment capital to
develop a working MVP and develop a solid community behind the project before
launching it. 
 Worth Accelerator - Worth Accelerator is for high growth potential startups that
have developed a MVP and need investment capital for accelerating customer
acquisition. We will provide the startups selected for the accelerator program
with the best mentors and other required resources for unprecedented growth.  
 Worth Self Launcher - Worth Self Launcher is for projects that only want
investment capital from the Worthpad community. These projects will have to
adhere to the conditions set forth by the Worth IDO Launchpad including
milestone based funding, contribution to Worth Insurance Treasury and using
Worth Smart Contract Foundry for developing and deploying smart contracts. 

One-of-a-kind networking opportunities
Personalized guidance from serial founders and investors
Collaboration and partnerships with innovative startups

Worth IDO Launchpad will have three distinct products.

1.

2.

3.

Worth IDO Launchpad will distribute the tokens received from IDO projects that are
incubated and accelerated to investors who stake $WORTH after deducting the
performance fee. Worth IDO Launchpad will also collaborate with other launchpad
platforms and invest money in disruptive projects being listed on those platforms.
These tokens will also be distributed to investors who stake $WORTH after deducting
the performance fee. 

Worth IDO Launchpad will provide following benefits to startups it incubates and
accelerates apart from providing investment capital:

 
Worth IDO Launchpad will receive its investment capital from the Worth DVC Fund.

Worth IDO Launchpad



Worth Smart
Contract Foundry



Worth Smart Contract Foundry is the heart of the Worthpad ecosystem. It will enable
secure, audited, quick and easy deployment of token launch smart contracts
configured from a drag and drop interface. 

Worth Smart Contract Foundry will create a collection of out-of-the-box smart
contracts for non-technical founders to choose over more traditional and code-
oriented methods of token launching. Our customers will be able to select and
customise their token launch through a drag and drop interface — including initial
offering, vault, and farm options. 

The code used for developing foundry smart contracts will be open source, battle
tested and audited to ensure no exploits can be used by malicious actors to steal the
investor funds. The projects created on Worthpad platform will be safe from rug
pulls and scams. Funds raised by IDOs will be locked in liquidity pools through smart
contracts and project teams will not be able to drain liquidity from the liquidity pools. 

Worth SCF smart contracts will be designed to safeguard LPs from popular exploits
such as flash loan attacks and oracle price manipulation attacks.

WSCF functionality is aimed at easing new tokens through their launch and migration
of new liquidity into Worth DEX.

WSCF will support Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, Polkadot and Tron blockchains to
begin with. More blockchain platforms will be added to the foundry to build a multi-
chain ecosystem. We will also enable cross-chain swaps to make the entire
ecosystem interoperable. 

Worth Smart Contract
Foundry



Worth DEX



Decentralized cryptocurrency exchanges offer a host of benefits, chief among them
anonymity and peer-to-peer transactions. But many are complex to use and
hampered by low trading volumes. As a result, customers in search of liquidity and
simplicity are often forced to turn to centralized platforms, which lack true
permissionlessness and suffer from cumbersome registration processes.

Worth DEX is a next-generation decentralized exchange being built on the Ethereum
and Binance blockchains. It is designed to deliver all the advantages of a distributed
platform, plus a user-friendly interface and liquidity that’s comparable to centralized
exchanges. Worth DEX is also building a DEX aggregator to give traders the best-
adjusted price, a simple way to buy and sell assets at the best price possible across
all DEX liquidity sources. 

The main idea behind Worth DEX is to create a platform that would combine the
benefits of centralized and decentralized exchanges into one cutting edge platform.

Worth DEX’s ground-breaking algorithm uses oracles to determine the actual price of
an asset. The system is then designed to provide sufficient liquidity at or near this
market price, and to reduce availability further out, making it more efficient than
traditional Automated Market Makers. 

The main objective of Worth DEX is to create a fully decentralized platform for
exchanging tokens in a peer-to-peer trustless environment, while additionally
enabling high-liquidity, lightning-fast transaction speed and advanced features such
as protection from both frontrunning and bot interference during IDO launches. 

At Worth DEX, we believe in the power of DeFi to provide financial freedom to people
all over the world. We are paying great attention to make our platform very
accessible and easy to use for crypto newbies. We are lowering the barriers to entry
by focusing on user experience and creating interoperable bridges to different
liquidity sources including fiat support. Worth DEX aims at being the most convenient
platform to buy, store and trade crypto assets.

Worth DEX



Worth Insurance
Treasury



Each project that launches through our platform will contribute to Worth Insurance
Treasury, providing investors in our community a sense of financial protection
against potential project failure. 

Each project that uses Worth IDO Launchpad to raise capital will have to buy and lock
$WORTH in the Insurance Treasury. This will be a percentage of total amount raised
by the project in the IDO and will be decided in consultation with the project teams.
Once all milestones defined by project team are met, funds will be unlocked from the
treasury and reimbursed to the project team.

$WORTH tokens held in Worth Insurance Treasury will continue to accrue IDO tokens
and this will act as the second layer of protection for $WORTH investors. 

Worth Insurance Treasury intends to spin-off a multi-chain DeFi insurance
aggregator with the main objective of simplifying the sale/purchase of DeFi insurance
to investors. We will partner with decentralized exchanges (DEXs), wallet providers,
yield farms, and other DeFi-centric investment pools to streamline comparison and
purchase of the most suitable DeFi insurance plans as per the investor’s needs.

Worth Insurance Treasury is the most critical risk management feature of the
Worthpad platform to safeguard $WORTH investors' interests. Our Insurance
treasury has been established to protect investors of projects that fail as a result of
team negligence. Market influence and other extraneous forces are not subject to
insurance protection.

Worth Insurance Treasury
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Tokenomics

Investments
50%

Marketing
15%

Development
15%

Operations
10%

Exchange Listing
10%

Liquidity Mining
20%

Team
20%

Presale
10%

Public Sale
10%

Referrals
10%

Treasury
10%

LP
10%

Ecosystem
10%

Token Allocation Use of Sale Proceeds

Token Name: WORTH
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000
Hard Cap: $7,000,000
Private/Presale: TBD
Public Sale: TBD

Vesting Period of Team Allocation

Team: 12 month lock-up period, 12 months vesting with 1/12 release per month

Treasury: 12 months vesting with 1/12 release per month

Ecosystem: 12 months vesting with 1/12 release per month

Private Sale start date: TBD
Private Sale end date: TBD
Public Sale start date: TBD
Public Sale end date: TBD
Accepted currencies: USDT
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Presale of $WORTH Tokens
Public sale of $WORTH Tokens
Pancakeswap LP Creation
Worth Binance Smart Chain (BSC) IDO
Launchpad v1.0
Native $WORTH Staking
List $WORTH on Leading DEXs and CEXs
Incubate and Accelerate at least 5 projects

Q3, 2021

Roadmap

Website
Whitepaper
Community Building
Partnerships
Product MVP

Q4, 2021

Worth Ethereum (ETH) IDO Launchpad
v1.0
Worth Smart Contract Foundry for BSC
v1.0
Worth Smart Contract Foundry for
Ethereum v1.0
Worth DVC Fund v1.0
Worth Insurance Treasury Fund v1.0
Incubate and Accelerate at least 10
projects

Q1, 2022



Q2, 2022

Roadmap

Worth Polkadot (DOT) IDO Launchpad
v1.0
Worth Smart Contract Foundry for
Polkadot v1.0
Interoperability – Bridge $WORTH to
Polkadot, TRON, Solana Blockchains
Worth DEX v1.0
BSC Worth IDO Launchpad v2.0
ETH Worth IDO Launchpad v2.0
Incubate and Accelerate at least 10
projects

Q3, 2022
Worth DAO and Voting
Worth Smart Contract Foundry for BSC
v2.0
Worth Smart Contract Foundry for ETH
v2.0
Worth Staking v2.0
Worth Social Reputation Platform v1.0
Incubate and Accelerate at least 10
projects

Worth DOT IDO Launchpad v2.0
Worth Smart Contract Foundry for
Polkadot v2.0
Interoperability – Bridge $WORTH to
Multiple Blockchains
Worth DEX v2.0
Incubate and Accelerate at least 10
projects

Q4, 2022



Q1, 2023

Roadmap

Worth DVC Fund v2.0
Worth Insurance Treasury v2.0
Worth Social Reputation Platform v2.0
Worth Staking v3.0
Incubate and Accelerate at least 10
projects

Q2, 2023
Worth Unified IDO Launchpad v1.0
Worth Unified Smart Contract Foundry
v1.0
Worth Cross Chain Bridge v1.0
Worth DEX v3.0
Incubate and Accelerate at least 10
projects

Incubate and Accelerate at least 15
projects
Coming Soon

Q3, 2023



Conclusion
Worthpad platform will disrupt the way retail investors
participate in the DeFi ecosystem. 

Worthpad team is focused on developing
decentralized fundraising and IDOs for startups. We
will build the entire ecosystem for deserving projects
to enable them to achieve unprecedented growth
with support of the Worthpad community. 

We are making DeFi participation truly accessible and
fair for everyone.

We are excited to have you on this journey!



Contact
Partnerships: partnerships@worthpad.io

 
Apply for an IDO: apply@worthpad.io

 
 


